Using the same technologies that have made Standard Textile the leading supplier to the hospitality industry, we fabricate bedspreads and complete bed ensembles that are as stylish as they are luxurious. Designs are completely customizable, from fabric color and pattern to quilting style and fill, to match the exact specifications of individual mattresses—and to fulfill your own objectives for the patient experience.

In addition to patient comfort, our bedding solutions deliver exceptional efficiency to your organization. All bedding fabrics are available with Impact Technology® to help prevent the proliferation of harmful microorganisms. Our exclusive innovations extend service life and reduce energy use while maintaining the crisp, clean image that helps define you as a first-class healthcare provider.
With a delicate leaf pattern on one side and a solid background on the reverse, this diamond-stitched quilt gives you two ways to dress the bed.
Diamond, onion, or double onion quilting gives this bedspread extra loft. Modern colors pair effortlessly with any room décor.
RIDGEWAY

Irregular thin stripes come together on this non-quilted bedspread, constructed from a soft chenille fabric with a subtle luster.
Floret quilts provide comfort, warmth, and sophisticated style with colorful schemes and detailed pattern designs.
MC DIAMOND

MC Diamond is a non-quilted, mid-weight bedspread, featuring a traditional diamond pattern and a desirable soft sheen.
Check Out is a non-quilted light-weight bedspread with a meticulous half-inch square pattern that provides a clean finish.
COVER, TOP TO BOTTOM:
Pillow, Columbia/Chocolate Mint with Crosley/Mink Welt
Bedspread, Check Out/Ice
Floret Quilted Bedspread, Savannah/Sage
Bedspread, Foliole/Putty
Bedspread, Crosley/Mink